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This issue comprises five reviews that cover 
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research including image quality assessment, 

economical management of quality of experience, 

etc. These reviews are briefly introduced below. 

 

The first paper, published in IEEE Transactions 

on Multimedia and edited by Lifeng Sun, presents 

a blind image quality assessment methodology.  

 

The second paper, published in IEEE 

International Conference on Quality of 

Multimedia Experience and edited by Wei Wang, 

looks into QoE management policies and 

interactions between content provider and ISPs.  

 

The third paper, published in IEEE Transactions 

on Multimedia and edited by Qing Yang, 

discusses a game theoretical solution for social 

media cloud.  

 

The fourth paper, published in IEEE Transactions 

on Multimedia and edited by Dongdong Zhang, 

explores the web-based image dataset 

reconstruction.  

 

The fifth paper, published in ACM Transactions 

on Multimedia Computing, Communications and 

Applications and edited by Carsten Griwodz, 

investigates a new form of multimedia human 

tongue taste.  
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Blind Image Quality Assessment: A New Model Based On Free Energy Principle 

A short review for “Using Free Energy Principle For Blind Image Quality Assessment” 

Edited by Lifeng Sun 
 

 

 
 

Over billions of digital photographs were captured 

each year, and this number is increasing annually. A 

natural problem is that visual quality of such a great 

amount of photographs is hard to guarantee. Hence, 

the systems to automatically monitor, control and 

improve the visual quality of digital photographs are 

highly desirable [1]. Due to its capability of 

simulating human visual perception to visual quality, 

image quality assessment (IQA) is usually deployed 

to solve this problem. Very recently, it was found that 

IQA-based image/video processing can be widely 

used in automatic enhancement [2], transmission [3], 

screen content video compression [4], tone mapping 

[5], and more. 

No-reference (NR) IQA metrics have attracted 

much more attention since in most application 

scenarios, lossless reference images are not 

accessible. Traditional NR IQA metrics are 

distortion-specific, which assume the distortion types 

are known and fixed. They were proposed to succeed 

in evaluating the quality of noisy, compressed, 

blurred and contrast-distorted images. More 

concentrations have been recently shifted to general-

purpose NR IQA algorithms [6], [7] and [8]. General-

purpose NR IQA models were developed mainly by 

extracting effective features from distorted images 

followed by training a regression module using those 

features. Those features were usually extracted based 

on the natural scene statistics (NSS) model. 

In this paper, the authors design an NR Free 

Energy based Robust Metric (NFERM) using the 

recently revealed free energy based brain theory and 

classical human visual system (HVS) inspired 

features. The used features can be classified into 

three groups. The first one includes 13 features of the 

free energy and the structural degradation 

information. The free energy feature comes from the 

RR free energy based distortion metric (FEDM) [9], 

which defines the psychovisual quality as the 

agreement between an input image and the output of 

internal generative model, while the structural 

degradation information is computed by the RR 

structural degradation model (SDM) [10] that amends 

SSIM with itself. Although the two RR IQA metrics 

still require partial reference information, the free 

energy feature and the structural degradation 

information of original images are found to be of an 

approximate linear relationship. When artifacts are 

injected, the above-mentioned near-linear 

relationship will be broken, and the associated 

variations can be measured to predict the visual 

quality degradation and thus blindly estimate the 

quality of an input image.  

Furthermore, the free energy theory reveals that 

the human visual system (HVS) always attempts to 

reduce the uncertainty based on the internal 

generative model when perceiving and understanding 

an input visual stimulus. For illustration consider the 

following example that human brains can 

automatically restore a noisy image. The authors 

apply the linear autoregressive (AR) model to 

approximate the generative model to predict an image 

that the HVS perceives from an input distorted one. 

Then, six important HVS inspired low-level features 

(e.g. structural information and gradient magnitude), 

which are computed from the distorted and predicted 

images, constitute the second group of features. The 

third group of four features arises from the NSS 

model. The authors estimate the possible losses of 

“naturalness” in the distorted image by fitting the 

generalized Gaussian distribution to mean subtracted 

contrast normalized (MSCN) coefficients. An 

important note is that, with free energy principle and 

image scene statistics, this paper links FR, RR and 

NR IQA together, and proposes a general model for 

higher performance via a proper fusion of existing 

full-, reduced and no-reference IQA models. 

To summarize, the main contributions of their 

paper are: 

 A new NSS model has been constructed based 

on the free energy principle. Different from the 

previous work, the proposed NSS model not 

only widely occurs on a broad range of image 

K. Gu, G. Zhai, X. Yang, and W. Zhang, “Using Free Energy Principle For Blind Image 

Quality Assessment,” IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, vol. 17, no.1, January, 2015, 

DOI: 10.1109/TMM.2014.2373812 
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scenes, but also can be explained by the 

recently revealed free energy based brain 

theory. 

 Based on the proposed NSS model, a free 

energy-based no-reference IQA metric has been 

proposed. Through extensive experiments, the 

proposed quality metric has been proven to be 

of superior performance as compared with 

state-of-the-art blind distortion-specific and 

general-purpose IQA metrics on six commonly 

used image quality databases. 

Acknowledgement: 

The R-Letter Editorial Board thanks the authors of 

the paper for providing a summary of its 

contributions. 
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QoE-Centric Multimedia Delivery Collaboration Between Content And Network 

Providers 

 

A short review for “QoE-aware Service Delivery: A Joint-Venture Approach for Content and Network 

Providers” 

Edited by Wei Wang 
 

 

 
 

 

The total data traffic over internet is changing 

from traditional web page traffic to multimedia 

traffic, due to the popularity of mobile 

smartphone content generators and various 

multimedia services across the internet [1]. In fact, 

the Quality of Experience (QoE) becomes an 

essential issue in wireless multimedia edge 

services in the cloud and the fogs [2], due to the 

popularity of user-generated multimedia contents, 

aka. self-medias.  

 

The authors in this paper proposed a new 

approach for collaborative QoE management 

between Over The Top (OTT) content providers 

and Internet Service Providers (ISPs).  One major 

contribution of this article is the QoE-centric 

OTT-ISP management, which is fundamentally 

different from traditional Quality of Service 

(QoS)-centric policies.  

 

The authors proposed the QoE management 

model considering several important factors, such 

as the user churn, pricing and marketing. The 

authors also modeled the revenue, and 

determined whose maximization drove the 

collaboration between the OTT and ISP.  

 

Usually ISPs are not in the loop of revenue 

generation between the content provide OTTs 

and the end users consuming the multimedia 

contents. However, the ISPs face the user churn 

risks when the service quality does not meet the 

users’ expectation levels. In fact, both OTTs and 

ISPs are financially affected by the user churn 

reactions.  

 

Recent research works have identified that QoE 

modeling and evaluation is complex and hard, 

which not only include network service and 

packet delivery, but also multimedia application 

configuration settings and users’ subjective 

aspects [3]. Both the applications and the 

providers are key players involved in QoE 

delivery.  

 

Additionally, users’ subjective aspects should 

also be included in this consideration.  Quality 

and pricing are considered as major factors 

causing user churn [4]. For example, if user A 

pays a higher price to secure a channel for high 

quality movie, and user B pays a lower prices for 

a best-effort service. It is very possible that user 

A gives a higher chance of churn reaction when 

the network throughput service is not stable.  

Therefore, QoE and pricing are not isolated 

factors when considering OTT and ISP providing 

media service to end user consumers [5] [6] [7]. 

 

The authors referred to Paris Metro pricing model 

[8] to start their revenue modeling, with higher 

pricing indicating higher expected QoE. The 

revenue was modeled as the total number of users 

multiplies by the unit price of a specific service 

class that user chose. The authors also includes 

the user churn dynamics in the modeling, letting 

the number of users in the current iteration 

multiply by a user churn function, and finally 

adding any new users who recently join this 

service class.   

 

The user churn function was modeled as a 

sigmoid function with a special factor denoting 

“half of paid users leave this service level”. A 

factor of sensitivity was also introduced with 

regards to the paid price, representing the fact 

that users who paid more typically expect a 

higher service quality. The target revenue 

maximization was performed during a reference 

period of time. The Yamagishi video model [9] 

was used in their QoE modeling.  

 

The authors also acknowledged an important 

factor of Network Neutrality (NN) when they 

presented their models. In order to provide the 

A. Ahmad, A. Floris, and L. Atzori, "QoE-aware Service Delivery: A Joint-Venture 

Approach for Content and Network Providers,'' in Proc. IEEE International Conference 

on Quality of Multimedia Experience, DOI: 10.1109/QoMEX.2016.7498972, June 2016.   
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openness in the internet, the users should have 

equal access to the contents, and the ISP should 

avoid discriminating the users from any 

application providers or high profile payers. 

Therefore, the NN is an important factor to keep 

in mind when designing the QoE management 

policies.  
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Towards Efficient Resource Allocation in Media Cloud for Mobile Social Users 

A short review for “Game Theoretic Resource Allocation in Media Cloud with Mobile Social Users” 

Edited by Qing Yang 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Due to the increasing amount of mobile traffic 

and the population of mobile users in recent years, 

it becomes more important to provide mobile 

social users with efficient multimedia services 

than before [1]. Media cloud has been advocated 

to provide resources such as capacity, bandwidth, 

buffer, etc. to improve the quality of experience 

(QoE) [2] for mobile social users, instead of only 

depending on the local mobile devices. In the 

media cloud, the broker can act as a proxy to be 

placed close to mobile social users. With the 

broker, media cloud can help users to save their 

resource with the result that users can obtain 

multimedia services faster than contacting the 

remote multimedia content servers.  

 

However, due to the limited resource to allocate 

among media cloud, brokers and mobile social 

users, there is a challenge efficiently allocate 

resource among these three parties. Conventional 

resource allocation schemes cannot be directly 

used because social features in media cloud with 

mobile social users, the affection and competition 

among different parties have not been considered 

enough. Some related works studied the resource 

allocation for cloud computing and mobile 

networks [3] [4]. But, few of them focus on the 

resource allocation problem by considering social 

features, while most of them mainly discuss the 

behaviors of servers rather than media cloud. 

Besides, the efficient employment of cloud 

brokers to allocate resource is not mentioned 

either. Thus, the design of resource allocation 

scheme is still an open issue. 

 

In this paper, considering the competitions among 

three parties for cloud resource and the social 

features of mobile social users, the authors 

present a novel resource allocation scheme to 

maximize the utilities of three parties. The media 

cloud can determine the price of its cloud 

resource to obtain revenue. The brokers then buy 

resource to satisfy the demand of social users. 

Based on the information of others’ strategies, the 

mobile social user can select the optimal broker 

and send the media tasks to the broker. According 

to the interactions among three parties on cloud 

resource, the problem of resource allocation is 

formulated as a four-stage Stackelberg game. To 

implement the proposal, an iteration algorithm is 

proposed to obtain the Stackelberg equilibrium. 

 

Thus, the authors’ primary contribution is to 

propose a framework of resource allocation 

among media cloud, brokers, and mobile social 

users. With brokers as proxies, the media cloud 

can allocate virtual resource to mobile social 

users through brokers. And mobile social users in 

the community with the similar interest can 

optimally select a broker to maximize their 

revenue based on the social features and others’ 

selections on brokers. 

 

To capture the interactions among media cloud, 

brokers, and mobile social users, the problem of 

resource allocation is formulated as a four-stage 

Stackelberg game. Firstly, the media cloud 

determines the price of its cloud resource to 

obtain the maximum profit. Secondly, based on 

the price announced by the media cloud, each 

broker can buy a certain size of cloud resource to 

process the media tasks from mobile social users. 

Third, each broker determines the price to 

optimize its revenue. A non-cooperative game is 

employed to study brokers’ interaction. Finally, 

each mobile social user selects an optimal broker 

to obtain the satisfied QoE and sends media tasks 

to the selected broker. Mobile social users in the 

same community can obtain the information of 

others, where an evolution game is used to study 

the selections of mobile social users. 

 

Furthermore, based on the analysis of four-stage 

Stackelberg game, an iteration algorithm is 

presented to obtain the Stackelberg equilibrium 

through the backward induction method to 

implement the proposed scheme. The media 

cloud announces the price to the brokers. The 

media cloud can set the time period to update 

Z. Su. Q. Xu, M. Fei, and M. Dong, "Game Theoretic Resource Allocation in Media Cloud 

with Mobile Social Users,'' IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, vol. 18, vo. 8, Aug. 2016.   
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both the amount and the price of cloud resource 

to obtain the maximum utility. 

 

Extensive simulation experiments are carried out 

to demonstrate the performance of the proposal. 

Simulation results show mobile social users can 

obtain the required resource according to their 

demands with the proposed game-based cloud 

resource allocation. The price can be determined 

reasonably and all parties can obtain maximum 

utilities. Compared with other schemes, the 

proposal can achieve the highest Media Response 

Ratio (MRR). It can be known that all mobile 

social users can select the best strategies to obtain 

the optimal utility. Each broker can decide the 

optimal price and size of cloud resource to 

maximize its revenue. To obtain the maximum 

profit, the media cloud can determine the optimal 

price of cloud resource. 

 

Media cloud is a promising solution to provide 

mobile social users with satisfied multimedia 

services, facing with the explosive growth in both 

the volume of multimedia and the demand of 

QoE. Media cloud can allocate cloud resource 

through brokers to reduce the required resource 

for mobile social users and provide users with 

better services than the remote multimedia 

content servers. In summary, the proposed game-

based cloud resource allocation scheme is 

demonstrated to well allocate the resource and 

maximize all parties’ utilities. 
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 A New Framework for Image Dataset Construction with Web Images 
 

A short review for “Exploiting Web Images for Dataset Construction: A Domain Robust Approach”  

Edited by Dongdong Zhang 
 

 
 

Labelled image datasets have played a critical 

role in high-level image understanding. In the 

early years, manual annotation was the most 

important way to construct image datasets. (e.g., 

STL-10 [1], CIFAR-10 [2], PASCAL VOC 2007 

[3], ImageNet [4] and Caltech-101 [5]). However, 

the process of manual labelling is both time-

consuming and labor intensive. With the 

development of the Internet, methods of 

exploiting web images for automatic image 

dataset construction have recently become a hot 

topic in the field of multimedia processing. 

 

Schroff et al. [6] adopted text information to rank 

images retrieved from a web search and used 

these top-ranked images to learn visual models to 

re-rank images once again. Li et al. [7] leveraged 

the first few images returned from an image 

search engine to train the image classifier, which 

uses incremental learning to refine its model. 

With the increase in the number of positive 

images accepted by the classifier, the trained 

classifier will reach a robust level for this query. 

Hua et al. [8] proposed to use clustering based 

method to filter “group” noisy images and 

propagation based method to filter individual 

noisy images.  

 

The advantage of these methods [6]-[8] is that the 

need for manual intervention is eliminated. 

However, the domain adaptation ability is limited 

by the initial candidate images and the iterative 

mechanism in the process of image selection. In 

order to obtain a variety of candidate images, Yao 

et al. [9] proposed the use of multiple query 

expansions instead of a single query in the 

process of initial candidate images collection, 

then using an iterative mechanism to filter noisy 

images. The automatic works discussed here 

mainly focus on accuracy and scale in the process 

of image dataset construction, which often results 

in a poor performance on domain adaptation. To 

address this issue, this article proposed a novel 

image dataset construction framework that can be 

generalized well to unseen target domains. 

 

The main contributions of this article include:  

 

1. Based on multiple query expansions and multi-

instance learning, the authors proposed the first 

method for automatic domain-robust image 

dataset construction, which considers the source 

of candidate images and retains images from 

different distributions. So the dataset constructed 

by their approach efficiently alleviates the dataset 

bias problem.  

 

2. To suppress the search error and noisy query 

expansions induced noisy images, the authors 

formulate image selection as a multi-instance 

learning problem and propose to solve the 

associated optimization problems by the cutting-

plane and concave-convex procedure (CCCP) 

algorithm, respectively.  

 

3. The authors have released their image dataset 

DRID-20 on Google Drive. The diversity of 

DRID-20 will offer unparalleled opportunities to 

researchers in the multi-instance learning, transfer 

learning, image dataset construction and other 

related fields. 

 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

approach, the authors choose 20 categories in 

PASCAL VOC 2007 as the target categories for 

the construction of DRID-20. They compare the 

image classification ability, cross-dataset 

generalization ability and diversity of their 

dataset with three manually labelled and three 

automated datasets.  

 

For image classification ability, DRID-20 

outperforms the automated datasets in terms of 

average accuracy in 20 categories. For cross-

dataset generalization, DRID-20 outperforms 

CIFAR-10, STL-10, ImageNet, Optimol, 

Harvesting and AutoSet in terms of average 

cross-dataset performance. That is because 

DRID-20 constructed by multiple query 

expansions and MIL selection mechanisms has 

much more effective visual patterns than other 

datasets given the same number of training 

samples. 

 

Y. Yao, J. Zhang, F. Shen, X. Hua, J. Xu, and Z. Tang “Exploiting Web Images for Dataset 

Construction: A Domain Robust Approach”, IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, Vol. PP, 

no. 99, Date of Publication: 20 March 2017. 
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For dataset diversity, the lossless JPG file size of 

the average image for each category reflects the 

amount of information in an image and a diverse 

image dataset will result in a blurrier average 

image, the extreme being a gray image. 

Meanwhile, an image dataset with limited 

diversity will result in a more structured, sharper 

average image. DRID-20 has a slightly smaller 

JPG file size than ImageNet and STL-10 which 

indicates the diversity of the dataset. It can be 

seen that the average image of DRID-20 is 

blurred and it is difficult to recognize the object, 

while the average image of ImageNet and STL-

10 is relatively more structured and sharper.  

 

The authors also compare object detection ability 

of the collected data with other baseline methods. 

They selected PASCAL VOC 2007 as the test 

data since it is recent state-of-the-art weakly 

supervised and web-supervised methods have 

been evaluated on this dataset. In most cases, the 

proposed method surpasses the results obtained 

from WSVCL, IDC-MTM, which also uses web 

supervision and multiple query expansions for 

candidate images collection. The explanation for 

this is that the authors use different mechanisms 

for the removal of noisy images. Compared to 

WSVCL, IDCMTM which uses iterative 

mechanisms in the process of noisy images 

filtering, their approach applies an MIL method 

for removing noisy images. This maximizes the 

ability to retain images from different data 

distributions while filtering out the noisy images. 
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Approaching New Limits of Synchrony with Multi-sensorial Media 

A short review for “Digital Lollipop: Studying Electrical Stimulation on the Human Tongue to Simulate 

Taste Sensation” 

Edited by Carsten Griwodz 

 
 

 
 

 

The field of multimedia research is carrying with 

it a name that comes with an implicit claim that 

our research is concerned with several forms of 

media. Ordinarily, we understand here only 

auditory and visual media, and claim that text, 

images, videos, songs and speech are so severely 

different types of content that we should consider 

them different media and consequently, 

combination of these multimedia. However, these 

content types are all perceived with only our eyes 

and ears (with the addition of fingers in case of 

the few people who are capable of reading 

Braille). The human senses extend beyond this: 

we know about vision, hearing, touch, smell and 

taste. 

 

The authors of “Digital Lollipop: Studying 

Electrical Stimulation on the Human Tongue to 

Simulate Taste Sensations” are continuing their 

research into the human sense that has attracted 

the least of all senses. Whereas vision and hearing 

are stimulated by multimedia devices in everyday 

use, haptics research that focuses on touch has 

produced results ranging from force-feedback 

devices [1] to vibrotactile vests [2], and smell has 

received a moderate amount of attention [3][4], 

the generation of stimuli that allow us to emulate 

taste has been absent, apart from the authors’ 

earlier work [5][6][7]. In the current paper, the 

authors present the "Digital Lollipop", which is a 

device meant to explore the human ability to 

recognize direct electrical stimuli on the tongue 

as taste. The name of the device is meant to imply 

that it should eventually resemble a classical 

sweet lollipop, although it's current instance is 

still rather far from this vision. The contraption 

consists of two differently-sized electrodes that 

can stimulate the top and bottom of the tongue.  

 

The authors have made extensive literature study 

on the existing work on electrical stimulation of 

the human tongue, and designed the device 

appropriately. They are conducted a set of user 

studies to determine how humans experience tiny 

electrical stimuli to the tongue. These user studies 

are prime examples of well-designed user studies 

and careful interpretation of the results, where the 

authors make all efforts to remove a bias from 

their interpretation of their observations. Even if a 

reader might find the results of the authors' 

experiments not terribly promising for an all-

electronic solution to the taste problem, it is this 

assessment procedure that makes the paper highly 

worth reading for new students who are faced 

with the task to design a user study experiment 

outside the ordinary tracks of our field. 

Ranasinghe and Do find at the end of their first 

user study, that only a small range of electrical 

stimuli is recognized as valid taste signals. A 

majority of the testers (90%) recognized the taste 

as "sour", but 70% tasted saltiness, 50% 

bitterness and 5% sweetness. Consequently, it is 

hard to claim that the electrical signals are 

interpreted in a consistent manner. Continuing 

with the majority group only, the authors 

designed and conducted a test that would estimate 

the intensity of the sourness by comparing it with 

the taste of lime juice at a measurable pH value. 

While the result of dual stimuli (the most robust 

of all subjective tests) was very stable, indicating 

that the relative intensity of the taste experience 

could be confirmed, they observed also that the 

absolute current required for a comparably sour 

taste was individual. Furthermore, some of their 

testers reported a numbness of their tongue after 

the test, and it was reported by several that the 

lime juice tasted more natural; although all efforts 

had been made to isolate the effect of smell from 

the comparison.  

 

We can probably conclude that the direct 

stimulation of the tongue through electrodes is 

not the final word for the delivery of the new 

multimedia experience of taste to end users. Still, 

the authors have demonstrated that not attempts 

of recreating a taste experience is not hopeless 

even when we attempt to deliver it without a 

recreation of taste by delivering a chemical 

N. Ranasinghe and E. Y. Do, “Digital Lollipop: Studying Electrical Stimulation on the 

Human Tongue to Simulate Taste Sensations,” ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. 
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substance. However, for future experiments, the 

authors promote a new approach that relies on a 

less dogmatic approach free of chemicals, and 

propose a future experimental setup including a 

chemical delivery mechanism for additional smell. 

 

The authors may be going too far in their desire 

to create a purely electrical interface for 

delivering taste. The inconsistency of results, the 

strongly personalized interpretation of the signals, 

and the limitation to the sour taste, all seem to 

indicate that this particular approach to conveying 

taste over temporal and spatial distances may not 

be dealt with by purely electronic means. In 

designing future experiments, the authors are 

therefore also proposing a system that mixes 

chemical, smell-inducing components with the 

electrical stimulation devices. But should we 

really expect that the goal of taste transfer can be 

solved by direct stimulation of the tongue? Loud-

speakers are transforming electronically 

communicated data into sound waves, video are 

transformed into colored lights, models may be 

printed by 3D printers, text and images may be 

printed out. Perhaps a transfer into another 

medium, even if it requires containers of 

consumable resources like the ink of a printer, 

will turn out to be the key to success also in taste 

transfer.  

 

But what the authors have most certainly done is 

to remind us that this sense exists and that 

simulating it remotely should be a desirable 

prospect for multimedia researchers. They have 

demonstrated that it is possible to start small with 

a limited set of tools, and most of all, they 

demonstrate with their paper an excellent 

methodology for thorough test design, a 

thoroughly conducted investigation, and self-

critical evaluation of the results. Even if a 

researcher is not willing to immediately adopt 

taste as a new research medium, it would still be 

most highly recommended to learn from the 

authors’ approach to conduct and evaluate an 

investigation into any form of new media 

presentation and consumption in our world of 

multiple media. 
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Paper Nomination Policy 

 

 
Following the direction of MMTC, the 

Communications – Review platform aims at 

providing research exchange, which includes 

examining systems, applications, services and 

techniques where multiple media are used to 

deliver results. Multimedia includes, but is not 

restricted to, voice, video, image, music, data and 

executable code. The scope covers not only the 

underlying networking systems, but also visual, 

gesture, signal and other aspects of 

communication. Any HIGH QUALITY paper 

published in Communications Society 

journals/magazine, MMTC sponsored 

conferences, IEEE proceedings, or other 

distinguished journals/conferences within the last 

two years is eligible for nomination. 

 

Nomination Procedure 

 

Paper nominations have to be emailed to Review 

Board Directors: Pradeep K. Atrey (patrey@ 

albany.edu), Qing Yang (qing.yang@montana. 

edu), Wei Wang (wwang@mail.sdsu.edu), and 

Jun Wu (wujun@tongji.edu.cn). The nomination 

should include the complete reference of the 

paper, author information, a brief supporting 

statement (maximum one page) highlighting the 

contribution, the nominator information, and an 

electronic copy of the paper, when possible. 

 

Review Process 

 

Members of the IEEE MMTC Review Board 

will review each nominated paper. In order to 

avoid potential conflict of interest, guest editors 

external to the Board will review nominated 

papers co-authored by a Review Board member. 

The reviewers’ names will be kept confidential. 

If two reviewers agree that the paper is of 

Review quality, a board editor will be assigned 

to complete the review (partially based on the 

nomination supporting document) for publication. 

The review result will be final (no multiple 

nomination of the same paper). Nominators 

external to the board will be acknowledged in the 

review.  

 

Best Paper Award 

 

Accepted papers in the Communications – 

Review are eligible for the Best Paper Award 

competition if they meet the election criteria (set 

by the MMTC Award Board). For more details, 

please refer to http://mmc.committees.comsoc. 

org/.
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